
Disappointment:  What's the Point?

What a downer--this subject.  Actually quite disappointing. I almost used the title 
"Appointment with Disappointment" but it just sounded too pathetically clichetic (which 
isn't a word, but it is clichetic) and depressing (as many d-words are).  Depression has 
a supporting role here, but it's not the star.  

My life seems marked, defined, bookmarked, tattooed by disappointment.  Countless 
disappointments adding up, when I do the mental math (usually in the middle of the 
night), to capital "D" Disappointment.  What's this all about?  What's going on here?

I'm not generally a "down" person, a sad sack who sits alone in the dark and feels 
sorry for myself.  Well, maybe once in a while.  I admit, I find myself disappointing 
sometimes.  Don't we all?  Maybe not.  But notice I don't ask, What does this "mean"? 
or What's the "purpose"?  That would imply there has to be a Meaning (Big M) and 
purpose to me, my life, my feelings and thoughts and the universe.  Sorry to disappoint 
you, but I don't think there is a grand plan and "goal" of it all.  There's really no point in 
it.  Not as I see it.  I could be wrong.

It all started. . .oh, please!. . .when I was born.  Given up for adoption; on Christmas 
Day!  "Given up"--not even worth the sale price.  But I'm sure I was a bargain; maybe a 
nice holiday gift, wrapped in slightly wet diapers I assume.  A disappointment for one 
immature, irresponsible couple--I don't think so, for the other.  And yes, this is where it 
starts.  Sounds somewhat pathetic doesn't it?  But let's try to keep this heavy topic 
lighter and leap forward.  An Olympic leap along the Big D timeline.  

This could be called leaping along through the losses--through, not over, under or 
around--obstacles of loss and lost things insouciantly tossed down on the path like 
those little squishy green and full doggy-dump bags, by Disappointment.  Sorry for that 
indelicate image, but here's the short and likewise indelicate list:

-Loss of parents (including birth parents)
-Loss of relationships (including former loves and marriages)
-Loss of friendships (by death and decision and disappearance)
-Loss of my daughter (for too many years but she's back in my life)
-Loss of teaching opportunities (though I still hold a few part-time positions)
-Loss of substantial income (even with a Master's Degree money isn't easy to master)
-Loss of support for the work I have chosen (some good colleagues, but most just not 
able or interested)
-Loss of housing (a long journey through short periods of homelessness to this and 
that small, temporary space that never quite has the feel of "home")
-Loss of faith (somewhat in myself, but mostly in the Big Things like God)

In my evangelical days a pop-Jesus song tuned, "Disappointment, HIS Appointment" 
meaning God of course.  The Big G steps in to fight the Big D.  I couldn't sing that tune 



much.  I moved on, without the Big G or Big bathrobed J, but followed, like a nipping, 
yipping, whiney puppy, by the Big D.

The losses just kept and keep adding up.  It's really quite amazing how long my list is.  
I don't think it can be any longer than other people's lists, but then again, this is 
ridiculous. . .except it isn't.  It's, well, you guessed it:  disappointing.
Even my disappointment is disappointing.  Oh no, not more!  This is one word you 
never have to look up, though I did (dumb idea) and there it sits, hat cocked to the 
side, hanging with its gang of "Dis" words, taunting with its glances and gestures of 
"failure" and "frustration."  What do I do, walk on the other side of the street?  This is 
my life!  

My eyes squint and I shake my hair-challenged head.  I'm at a loss.  A loss of hopes 
and dreams and expectations that the low fog of loss would clear and a bright, green, 
spectacular landscape of. . .NOT Loss. . .would appear.  I'm waiting.  Hold on.  I'm still 
waiting.

Well, I haven't lost all the hopes and an expectation or two creeps up on me now and 
then, usually when I'm not expecting it, or looking for it anymore or when I'm loosely 
sticking like velcro to "Hey, maybe there won't be loss this time?"  

I know what some of you are thinking:  Get therapy!  I hear you.  I feel your pain. . .no, I 
don't, and don't want to.  That feels like loss, and I have plenty, thanks.  No, I have 
filled the ears of more than enough counselors along the way.  Believe me, they were 
helpful, for a time, but I always came away sensing, uncomfortably (because it has to 
be uncomfortable, you know):  "It's up to ME, this life, this stuff.  No one else can live 
my life."  Oh, big revelation, huh?  Disappointing.  You saw it coming.  Yet, it's true and 
realistic and wonderfully challenging, I guess.  

Since you seem to be listening, a confession:  it helps, strange to say, to be in "helping 
professions" that have placed me, consistently, right in the midst of human beings well-
acquainted with loss--lost homes, lost freedom, lost health, lost minds.  Shelters, jails, 
streets, free dining rooms, senior housing.  Sad to say, many know the Big D intimately 
and more acutely than I.  Takes some of the edge off my disappointments. 

When some question my "lost faith" (along with my "lost sanity"?) I often am pleased to 
point out (though they already aren't listening) that I never "lost" it--I know right when 
and where I let it go, dropped it, had no more need for it.  Yet, faith, like fellowship, like 
most that passes for friendship, and the Big Friend or Father in the Sky, does surely 
leave a person with some deep sense of loss--and of course, disappointment (think 
LED:  Loss Equals Disappointment).

Alright, let's wrap this up.  Except, like my little butt under the Xmas tree, it won't be 
wrapped for long, and maybe never.  There's no package the right shape or size for the 
Big D.  And, let's be real, I don't mean for this particular and peculiar wrap-up of my 
"lost life" to slam anyone or to slam myself, too much.  Yes, some of my losses were 



grand slams; I hit it out of the park.  Some of these intense periods were, in hindsight, 
fleeting moments of Joy Found, not lost.  Don't get me wrong, I wouldn't erase or 
delete every wonderful moment or memory even though they usually led straight to the 
Big D.  A significant number of the pre-D times were intimate, shared losses.  I'm not 
the only one who enjoyed, then suffered through them.  No doubt some still carry a cup 
of joy from our bumpy stretch on the road of life, hopefully without stumbling along 
with the leaky bucket of suffering I slosh along with.  

What's a good image, a helpful analogy for this?  I carry the Big "L's" and little "l's," 
Big "D's" and little "d's" like the paper clips I perpetually find stuffed deep down in 
warm dark pockets of pants, shirts, vests and coats.  Do I really use so many 
paperclips?  Apparently not; I put them in my pockets!  Loss is like that, I suppose.  
Former attachments, connections, links, are released voluntarily or not, slipped off the 
edges and the memories get stuffed down in the dust in tiny wire loops to fumble 
around in the fingers now and again.  To dig into, and to play with, even when they're 
actually too old, linty and useless.  Really useless.  Pointless and without a point.  If 
you're sharp enough to feel the nuance.

Well, I hope (but have no expectations) that you're not too disappointed with this tell-all 
tale of little l's and Big D's that tells, truthfully, very little.  I'd let it go actually.  I'd 
recommend that you stuff this, until the next time you feel the dark shadow of 
disappointment or the little or large stab of loss.  Finger this in your pocket and 
remember something.  Except, I can't remember what that something is.  Ahh.  Damn.  
I've lost it!
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